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Abstract—The Diffie–Hellman problem is often the basis for
establishing conference keys. In heterogeneous networks, many
conferences have participants of varying resources, yet most
conference keying schemes do not address this concern and place
the same burden upon less powerful clients as more powerful
ones. The establishment of conference keys should minimize the
burden placed on resource-limited users while ensuring that the
entire group can establish the key. In this paper, we present a
hierarchical conference keying scheme that forms subgroup keys
for successively larger subgroups en route to establishing the
group key. A tree, called the conference tree, governs the order in
which subgroup keys are formed. Key establishment schemes that
consider users with varying costs or budgets are built by appropriately designing the conference tree. We then examine the scenario
where users have both varying costs and budget constraints. A
greedy algorithm is presented that achieves near-optimal performance, and requires significantly less computational effort than
finding the optimal solution. We provide a comparison of the
total cost of tree-based conference keying schemes against several
existing schemes, and introduce a new performance criterion, the
probability of establishing the session key (PESKY), to study the
likelihood that a conference key can be established in the presence
of budget constraints. Simulations show that the likelihood of
forming a group key using a tree-based conference keying scheme
is higher than the GDH schemes of Steiner et al.. Finally, we
study the effect that greedy users have upon the Huffman-based
conference keying scheme, and present a method to mitigate the
detrimental effects of the greedy users upon the total cost.
Index Terms—Conference key agreement, Diffie-Hellman,
Huffman algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE advancement of communication technology is leading
to a future where group-based applications will become
a reality. Many applications will require that group communication is protected from unwanted eavesdroppers. In order to
protect the communication traffic, the information must be encrypted, requiring that the privileged parties share an encryption
and decryption key. There are two basic approaches to establishing the group key: first, is to employ a key distribution protocol, where the formation of the key is performed by a single,
centralized entity; or second, by employing a contributory key
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agreement protocol, where legitimate members exchange information that they use to agree upon a key.
In key distribution, the entity responsible for generating
and distributing the group key is either an outside entity, such
as a trusted third party (TTP), or an appropriately elected
group member. The use of a single entity for key distribution
is well-suited for applications where it is natural to have a
single entity responsible for the group service. For example,
one-to-many services involving large multicast groups, such as
media services, are appropriate for centralized key distribution.
The problem of centralized group key distribution has seen
considerable attention recently in the literature [1]–[8]. A
decentralized approach to key distribution was described in [8],
where group participants generate group keys and distribute
them amongst themselves.
The are many scenarios, however, where using key distribution is not appropriate. The use a TTP for distributing keys can
be problematic as a TTP can act a single point of failure for
the group’s security. Further, in many cases it is not possible to
have a third party administer the group key as there might not be
a single entity that is trusted by all participants, or that has sufficient resources to maintain the intermediate key material for
the entire group. An example might occur in ad hoc sensor networks where no single device has the storage resources needed
to maintain intermediate keying material for the entire group.
In such a case, contributory approaches are needed, where the
group members each make independent contributions to the formation of the group key.
The classic example of a contributory scheme is the
Diffie–Hellman (DH) key establishment scheme [9], in which
two parties exchange messages that allow them to securely
agree upon a key. Several researchers have studied the problem
of establishing a Diffie–Hellman-like conference key [10]–[14].
Typically, these conference key establishment schemes seek to
minimize either the amount of rounds needed in establishing
the group key, or the size of the message. Many applications,
however, will involve a heterogeneous clientele consisting
of group members with different computational capabilities,
pricing plans, and bandwidth resources. For these applications,
minimizing the total bandwidth or amount of rounds might
not be the most suitable metric. Instead, one should aim to
minimize a cost function that incorporates the different costs or
resource constraints of each user. The key generation scheme
must therefore decide whether it is feasible to generate a key
and if so determine a cost-aware procedure for generating the
group key.
In this paper, we develop methods for establishing a
Diffie–Hellman-like conference key for heterogeneous net-
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works. We start by reviewing the Diffie–Hellman protocol,
and presenting several conference keying schemes that employ
the Diffie–Hellman problem. In Section III, we present the
butterfly scheme which builds the group key using the approach
of [10], and show that an underlying tree, which we call the
conference tree, governs the process by which subgroup keys
are formed en route to establishing the group key. In Section IV,
we consider the problem of designing a conference tree when
the users have different capabilities. We first examine the case
when the users have different costs. In this case, the optimal
conference tree can be constructed using the Huffman algorithm. We then examine the problem of choosing a conference
tree when the users have the same cost, but are subject to
varying budget constraints. Next, we consider the more general
case where the users have different costs as well as different
budgets. A computationally efficient near-optimal algorithm
is presented that determines a conference tree whose total
cost is very close to the optimal performance achieved by
conference trees determined using either full-search or integer
programming techniques. In Section V, we present simulation
results comparing the cost and likelihood of forming a group
key using tree-based schemes and several existent schemes.
From these simulations we conclude that the tree formulation
for establishing a group key allows for great flexibility, and can
efficiently establish group keys in resource-limited scenarios.
Finally, in Section VI, we study the effects that the quantization
and clipping of user costs have upon the total cost, and then
investigate the effect that untrustworthy users can have upon the
total cost of forming the group key using the Huffman-based
conference tree. By choosing an appropriate clipping threshold
level, the effects of miscoding are ameliorated. In Section VII,
we summarize our results and present conclusions.
II. GROUP DH OVERVIEW
In the basic DH scheme, the operations typically take place
(the integers mod a prime ), or using the points on an elin
liptic curve [15]. For consistency of notation, we shall develop
our results for the group . An element is chosen such that
generates a suitably large subgroup of . Both party A and
where
party B choose a private secret
and
denotes the nonzero elements of . They each calculate
and exchange
with each other. Party A then
and similarly
calculates the key via
for party B.
The problem of establishing a Diffie–Hellman-like conference key has been investigated by several others [10]–[12]. One
of the first Diffie–Hellman-like conference key establishment
schemes was proposed by Ingemarsson et al. [10]. In the Ingemarsson (ING) scheme, the group members are arranged in
). In a given round,
a logical ring (e.g.
every participant receives a message from its left-hand neighbor,
raises that to their exponent, and passes it to their right-hand
neighbor. For example, in the first round of a three person group
,
and
exchange, we have
. Then, in the second round
,
, and
. Finally, the shared
, which they each can calculate by raising the
key is
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final received message to their private exponent. For users this
rounds.
scheme requires
Another notable scheme is the Burmester-Desmedt (BD)
conference key scheme [11]. This scheme consists of three
generates a
rounds. During the first round, each user
and broadcasts
. The second
random exponent
receiving
and broadcasts
round consists of each user
the quantity
. In the final round, each user
calculates the shared key
.
It can be shown that the shared key is actually the quantity
. Although the BD scheme requires
only three rounds to establish the group key, the actual communication efficiency is typically less. In general, it is impractical
to support simultaneous transmission of messages by several
users, or reception of several simultaneous messages by an individual user. In particular, for traditional networks employing
a shared medium, such as Ethernet LAN’s or 802.11 wireless
networks, it is necessary to modify BD to use sequential broadcasts, which makes the amount of rounds needed linear in the
amount of users.
In [12], the GDH.1, GDH.2 and GDH.3 protocols are
described that extend the two-party DH scheme to the
-party case. The GDH.1/2 protocols consist of two stages:
an upflow and a downflow stage. In the upflow stage of
receives a message of the form
protocol GDH.1 user
and computes
by
taking the last element of the received message and raising
power. User
then sends to user
the
it to the
. During the
message
downflow stage, user
takes the output of the upflow stage,
as the key, calculates
and raises the first
treats
elements of the output of the upflow stage to the
power. Then user
sends user
a message of the form
. User
performs likewise,
using the last term of the received
calculating the key
a message formed by taking the
message, and forward to
terms of the received message and raising them to
first
the th power. The GDH.3 scheme is a centralized scheme
that differs from GDH.1/2 in that one user gathers contributions
from all users, performs the majority of the computation for
the group, and sends messages to each user that can be used to
calculate the group secret. The centralized nature of the GDH.3
scheme is a drawback in environments where there is no single
entity with significantly greater capabilities than the others
users.
The amount of messages sent and received, as well as the
amount of bandwidth consumed are important measures of a
protocol’s efficiency [12], [13]. Another important measure is
the amount of rounds that a protocol takes to establish a group
secret. A protocol that takes more rounds to establish a shared
key is less favorable in environments where time is a precious
resource and synchronization is difficult to maintain. In [13],
the communication complexity involved in establishing a group
key is studied. In this work, lower bounds for the total number
of messages exchanged, as well as the amount of rounds needed
to establish the group key, were determined.
The hypercube approach in [13] involves pairs of nodes
performing the Diffie–Hellman protocol to establish a series
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of successive intermediate keys on the way to establishing the
group key. A similar method has been proposed recently by
several researchers to create a group Diffie–Hellman key using
a tree structure [16]–[19]. For example, the TGDH scheme
[16] establishes a group Diffie–Hellman key for dynamic peer
groups by using a binary key tree. Every internal node on the
key tree corresponds to the two children nodes performing
Diffie–Hellman to establish an intermediate key. The amount of
, where is the number
rounds required by TGDH is
of users. A different perspective was presented in [18], [19] in
which the problem of group key establishment was examined
in terms of signal flow graphs. The basic approach, called the
butterfly scheme, had communication flow that was reminiscent
of the butterfly diagrams of fast Fourier transform (FFT) calculations. Due to the relationship between the FFT and tree-based
algorithms, the butterfly scheme may considered a tree-based
group Diffie–Hellman scheme. However, unlike the methods
of [16], [17], the butterfly scheme used the ING scheme as the
basic building block, and provided a broader and more general
family of approaches in which the amount of rounds needed to
establish the group key is logarithmic in the group size.

Fig. 1. The radix-2 butterfly scheme for establishing a group key for eight
users. (a) Without broadcasts, (b) using broadcasts, and (c) the associated
conference tree.

III. CONFERENCE TREES AND THE BUTTERFLY SCHEME
The general butterfly scheme is built using the ING scheme.
However, since the two-party DH protocol is a special case of
the ING scheme, we shall use the two-party DH protocol to introduce the basic ideas involved and then extend to using more
general ING schemes. We refer to butterfly schemes built using
two-party DH as radix-2 butterfly schemes. The term radix and
butterfly is borrowed from the signal processing community, and
their usage is motivated by the resemblance between the communication flow of our butterfly scheme, and the butterfly signal
flow diagrams associated with FFT computations [20]. In our
work, the usage of radix refers to the size of the initial subgroups
used in the butterfly scheme.
We explain the basic idea behind the radix-2 butterfly
scheme, by supposing that the number of users is a power of
2. The users are paired up with each other to form two-person
subgroups, and a key is established for each of these two-person
subgroups using the conventional DH protocol. These subgroups are paired up with each other to form larger 4 member
subgroups, and the two-party DH protocol is used to establish a
group key for the 4 member subgroups. We successively group
subgroups to form larger subgroups and use two-party DH to
ultimately achieve a shared group key.
memA formal description of the butterfly scheme for
bers is as follows. Initially, suppose each user
has a random
. The users are broken into pairs of
secret integer
. Here we have used the superscript in
users
the notation to denote which round of pairings we are dealing
with, while the subscript references the pair. We also refer to
. In the
the initial secrets that each user possesses as
first round, the members of a pair exchange
. For example,
sends
to , and
sends
to . Then, the users
and
each calculate
(mod ). Since
, and both members of a pair have established a conventional DH key, we may now group the pairs

into a second level of pairs, e.g.
, and more
generally
so that the second level of pairings consists of 4 users in a pair. Each user from
has
an associated member of
to whom they send
and
similarly receive
from. Every member in
can calculate
(mod ). A third pairing, consisting of
eight users may be formed and a similar procedure carried out if
needed. In general,
and
(mod ). The procedure continues until there are only two intermediate values that can be combined to get the group secret.
We note that, although we shall refer to the final group secret as
the group key, in practice this shared secret is actually used as
input into a cryptographic one-way hash function to derive the
actual group key.
A trellis diagram depicting the communication flows between users is depicted in Fig. 1(a). It is not necessary that
each user communicate during each round. In fact, such an
operation might use more power since many users are transmitting identical information. In networks, where multicasting
is available, alternative trellis diagrams can be constructed
where one user multicasts an intermediate message to multiple
users. An example of such a trellis is depicted in Fig. 1(b).
An alternative way to view the butterfly scheme is provided in
Fig. 1(c), which depicts the tree associated with the butterfly
scheme. This tree, which we refer to as the conference tree,
describes the successive subgroups and subgroup keys that are
formed en route to establishing the key for the entire group.
For example, there is a node on the conference tree that is the
and hence there is a subgroup
grandparent of
key that can allow
to communicate securely
amongst themselves if so desired.
When is not a power of 2, a group key still can be established easily. In this case, we form a subgroup with an amount
of users equal to the largest power of 2 less than or equal to .
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the building block leads to trees with the least amount of rounds
needed to establish the group key. The proof for this claim is provided in Appendix I. Since using two-party DH leads to binary
trees that require the least amount of time rounds, we shall restrict our attention to binary trees for the remainder of the paper.
In the butterfly schemes described above, the conference trees
were almost balanced and full. For example, the conference tree
users involves three levels of internal nodes, and all
for
eight users are placed at the same depth in the tree. For more
arbitrary amounts of users, the users are all roughly placed at
the same depth. In the next section, we shall exploit the extra
freedom provided by more general binary conference trees by
placing users at different depths to reduce the total group cost
needed to form the group key.
Fig. 2.

The trellis for n = 9 users using two levels of three-party ING scheme.

We now extend the approach used above to employ the more
general ING scheme as the basic building block. Since the resulting schemes are not built using a two-party protocol, they
are termed nonradix-2 butterfly schemes. Suppose that
is the number of users, and the are not necessarily
prime. The general ING butterfly scheme starts by breaking the
group into subgroups of size and uses the ING scheme to essubgroups.
tablish a shared key for each of the
subgroups are further broken down into subgroups conThe
subgroups, and the ING protocol is used to essisting of
tablish subgroup keys for these larger subgroups. The process
continues until a key is established for the entire group. An exusers in Fig. 2. The total
ample is depicted for the case of
amount of rounds is
, and the amount of messages
is 36. The direct use of the ING scheme for 9 users requires 8
rounds and 72 messages. The divide and conquer strategy in the
butterfly approach improves the efficiency of the ING scheme.
Additionally, the logarithmic amount of rounds needed by the
butterfly scheme to establish the group key is an improvement
over the linear amount of rounds required by the GDH schemes
of [12]. We further note that the hypercube approach of [13] also
requires a logarithmic amount of rounds to establish the conference key. However, the hypercube approach does not address
the issue of using a general subgroup size as the building block
for designing a scalable conference key establishment scheme.
By using the ING scheme as the basic module in the butterfly
scheme, we have generalized their approach. Further, the butterfly scheme allows for the use of multicast channels to improve communication efficiency.
It is not necessary to use a factorization of in designing the
nonradix-2 butterfly scheme. In fact, for prime , this factorization would necessitate using an -party ING scheme, and require a large amount of rounds in forming the group key. Rather,
what is required is that the degrees of the ING schemes used
. In this case, some positions are left unused.
satisfy
and
one position of a
For example, when
three-party ING scheme is empty, in which case that computation simply uses the 2-party DH scheme instead. If we require
that all of the computations on one level of a conference tree are
completed prior to the formation of the keys in the next level
up the conference tree, then using the two-party DH scheme as

IV. CONFERENCE TREE OPTIMIZATION
It is important to study the problem of efficiently establishing
a conference key while considering the varying user costs. To
accomplish the efficient establishment of a conference key in a
heterogeneous environment, we introduce a new entity, called
the Conference Keying Assistant (CKA). The CKA is responsible for collecting the users’ costs or budgets, determining the
appropriate conference keying tree, and conveying the conference tree to the conference members if it is feasible to establish the group key. The CKA is not responsible for performing
any service beyond the calculation and distribution of the appropriate conference tree, and therefore only needs to be a semitrusted entity who will accurately convey the conference tree
to the conference members. We note that the CKA may be a
member of the conference.
In this section, we present methods that the CKA can employ
to design the conference tree that used by the group members
to establish the group secret. In particular, we study two problems: minimizing the total cost in establishing a group key, and
the feasibility of establishing the group key in the presence of
budget constraints. We present algorithms to efficiently determine the conference keys for each of these problems separately,
and then together.
A. Minimizing Total Cost
First, assume that we have users, and that each user
has a cost
associated with performing one two-party
Diffie–Hellman protocol. There are several possible candidates
for costs :
• Energy Consumption: When the lifetime of the network is
a concern, it is desirable to reduce the amount of energy
used in forming the group key. There are two primary factors that contribute to the amount of energy used: computation and communication. The Diffie–Hellman protocol involves modular exponentiation, typically requiring several
magnitudes more computation than cryptographic operations based upon symmetric ciphers, and hence requires
considerable computational effort. Communication also
plays an important role in many networks as both transmission and reception of messages requires significant energy
[21].
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• Storage Resources: Many networks might involve small
devices with limited storage. It might therefore be natural
to impose a cost associated with utilizing the storage resource as that storage might be important for other applications running on the device.
• Pricing: In many networks, each user might have different
costs associated with using the network. For example,
a group of users might have different pricing plans describing the monetary cost to transmit a message.
Suppose we place the users on a conference tree with
terminal nodes in such a manner that each user
has a length
from his terminal node to the root of the conference tree. Our
of this tree.
goal is to minimize the total cost
We first address the question of what is the minimum total
cost necessary for establishing the group key for users. This
problem can be addressed using coding theory. If we define
as
, then
is just a scaling of
by
. Let us define to be a random variable with a
probability mass function given by , then minimizing
is equivalent to finding a code for with lengths that minimizes the average code length. We thus infer the following lower
bound on the total cost for establishing a group key, which follows from the lower bound for the expected codelength of an
instantaneous binary code for [22]:
Lemma 1: Suppose that users wish to establish a group
secret and each user has a cost
associated with performing
one two-party Diffie–Hellman protocol. Then the total cost of
establishing the group secret satisfies
where
.
The observation that efficiently establishing a group key is related to coding allows the CKA to use procedures from coding
theory to determine desirable conference trees. In particular,
Huffman coding [23] is computationally efficient and yields the
optimal conference tree that minimizes the total weighted cost.
That is, if
is the cost of forming the group key using the
Huffman tree with lengths , then the cost
of using a different conference tree assignment will satisfy
. Since
Huffman coding produces an optimal code, we know that the expected cost
satisfies the following bound
, where
is the entropy of the distribution . Thus, the Huffman construction of the conference
key tree has a total cost that is within
of the lower bound.
The following example demonstrates the advantage of using
the Huffman algorithm for forming the conference tree when
compared to using the full balanced tree of the radix-2 butterfly
scheme.
Example 1: Consider a group of eight users with costs
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and
. The corresponding length vector is
, and the total cost is 351. The total
cost for a full balanced tree with
, which
corresponds to the Butterfly scheme, is 372.
We now quantify the improvement that is available when
using the Huffman code compared to the cost of using an
arbitrary conference tree. For an arbitrary conference tree, we
suppose that the length assigned to user
is . The expected
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length under the probability
satisfies [22]

of the code with lengths

(1)

is the probability distribution with
, and
is the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the two
probability distributions and . The cost for using this tree
. We can combine the bound of (1) with the
is
to
bound for the cost of the optimal code
get
. When
, this bound
.
is an improvement over the trivial bound
where

B. Budget Constraints
The parties wishing to establish a conference key might have
a limited budget to spend. In these cases, rather than minimize
the total cost, we should ensure that one can first establish the
group key, and then reduce the total amount of resources as a
secondary issue.
Suppose that user publishes a budget that describes the
amount of two-party Diffie–Hellman key establishment protocols he is willing to participate in when establishing the group
key. Without loss of generality, we assume that the users’ budgets satisfy
for
. We define the budget vector
as
. The length vector
describes the lengths from each user’s node to the root of the
conference tree. The necessary conditions on the budget vector
for the existence of a conference key tree with lengths
is provided by the Kraft Inequality [22]:
Lemma
2: Suppose
that
the
budget
vector
. Then a conference key tree with
lengths exists that satisfies the budget constraint
for
all if
.
A budget vector that satisfies the Kraft Inequality is said to
be feasible. Using a feasible budget vector as the length vector
does not always lead to a full conference tree in which every
node has two children. To get a full tree, we must trim the
budget vector to produce a length vector that achieves the Kraft
Equality. The length vector is formed by reducing elements of
the budget vector by amounts that do not violate the Kraft Inequality. The following lemma provides a useful approach to
trimming the length vector assignment while still satisfying the
Kraft Inequality.
Lemma 3: Suppose
, with
for
, satisfies the strict Kraft Inequality,
, then the modified budget vector
defined by
satisfies the Kraft Inequality,
.
The proof of this lemma is provided in Appendix II. A consequence of this lemma is that if we subtract 1 from one of the
, then choosing the largest
least affects
. Using
this idea, Algorithm 1 starts with an admissible budget vector
, initializes the length vector
, and produces a length
assignment
satisfying
such that
and
is minimized over all length vectors
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Algorithm for calculating the optimal length vector l.

satisfying
. The optimality of this algorithm is
discussed in Appendix II.
Example 2: Consider a group of
users with a budget
vector
. Then Algorithm 1 produces the following intermediate values for on the way to calculating the
final length vector
:

Algorithm 2. Algorithm for calculating the length vector l, given budget b and
costs w .

C. Combined Budget and Cost Optimization
We now address the more realistic scenario where users have
different costs as well as budget constraints. We are therefore interested in the problem of minimizing the total cost of the length
given the budget constraint
assignments for the weights
. This problem is formally stated as:

where
denotes the nonnegative integers. Once a length
vector has been determined, it can be sorted in ascending order
to describe a conference tree.
This problem is more difficult than either the minimum cost
problem or the budget-constrained problem. If the budget vector
for every , then the methods of lengthis constant, i.e.
constrained Huffman codes may be applied. One efficient algorithm for finding the optimal code under the maximum codeword length constraint is presented in [24], which is based on
the algorithm of [25]. A near optimal solution can be found
using Lagrange relaxation, and an efficient implementation is
described in [26]. However, in the more general case where the
budgets vary from user to user, it is difficult to find the optimal
does not imply
.
solution since the ordering
Two suboptimal approaches that employ a greedy strategy
were developed to tackle the general problem where the budgets
vary from user to user. The first algorithm, described in Algorithm 2, is a variant of Algorithm 1, which starts with a length
and chooses to decrease the element of the
assignment
at that step
length vector that most reduces the total cost
while maintaining the Kraft Inequality. This greedy algorithm is
with
not optimal, as can be seen by the example
. In this example, the algorithm produces
costs
(which has a total cost of 60),
the length vector
(which has
whereas the optimal length vector is
a total cost of 58).

Algorithm 3. Improved algorithm for calculating the length vector l, given
budget b and costs w .

Algorithm 2 is a naive greedy algorithm. By slightly altering
this algorithm, another greedy algorithm may be developed with
better performance. Instead of decreasing the element that best
decreases the total cost, Algorithm 3 chooses to decrease the ele. This corresponds to choosing
ment with the largest value
the element that would have the largest change in the cost function per change in the Kraft Inequality. A similar strategy is
often used in designing incremental resource allocation schemes
in operations research [27]. Algorithm 3 is also suboptimal, but
exhibits better performance than Algorithm 2 with a negligible
increase in the amount of computation needed. The optimal solution to the combined budget and cost optimization problem
can be obtained by performing either full-search, or using the
methods of integer programming. One useful approach is to
apply the branch and bound method to the problem [28].
To compare the performance of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3,
we performed a simulation for users, where each user’s budget
was chosen uniformly from [1, ], and weights
were
chosen uniformly from [1,100]. We compared the performance
between the length vectors found using Algorithm 2, which we
, and Algorithm 3, which we denote
, by looking
denote
.
at the relative cost difference
The quantity was calculated and averaged over 100 realizations.
the relative improvement was 0.7202,
For a group size of
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for a group size of
the relative improvement was meathe relasured to be 0.8971, and for a group size of
tive improvement was measured to be 0.9439. Similar simulations for different group sizes and different user budgets were
performed, and Algorithm 3 consistently performed better than
Algorithm 2.
A similar simulation was performed to compare the performance of Algorithm 3 with the optimal solution. Due to the
computational complexity of finding the optimal solution, we
compared the relative difference between the cost for using Al5, 6,
gorithm 3 and the optimal solution for group sizes of
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. In all cases we saw that Algorithm 3 produces
the group key with cost that is within 0.5% of the optimal cost.
Since determining the optimal solution is very computationally intensive for large group sizes, it is unreasonable for the
CKA to find the optimal conference tree when users have both
budget constraints and varying costs. Instead, Algorithm 3, although not optimal, has very competitive performance and its
computational requirements are small compared to full-search
or the branch and bound method, and is a reasonable candidate
for the CKA to use in determining the conference tree.
D. Updating Keys Due to Membership Dynamics
Although this paper primarily focuses on the problem of efficient initial key agreement, there are many group scenarios
where the group membership will change during the lifetime
of the group communication. When a member joins or leaves
the group, it is often necessary to change the keys in order to
provide forward and backward integrity of keying material [2].
The problem of rekeying contributory key agreement
schemes has been examined recently, [14], [16], [17], [29].
Both [16] and [17] addressed the issue of designing auxiliary
protocols to handle the need to rekey a tree-based contributory
key agreement scheme during member join and departure
operations. The member join and departure protocols described
in these two papers are essentially the same and can be applied
with slight modification to rekey the conference key trees
described in this paper.
For brevity, we will not repeat the member join and departure
protocols here and instead refer the reader to the discussion of
the rekeying protocols in [16], [17]. During a member departure
operation, there is no control over who is leaving the group,
and hence no control over where that departing user is located
on the tree at that time. During member departure, all of the
intermediate keys on the path from the departing user to the root
of the tree must be changed. Since the neighbors to this path,
as well as their costs, are already fixed, the total cost needed
to rekey those adjacent intermediate keys is also fixed. Hence,
the member departure operations described in [16], [17] do not
require modification to rekey the conference trees described in
this paper.
Although it is not possible to control the position of the
departing member, we do have control over where we place
a joining user in the tree. Consider a group of users with
costs
who have already established a group key according
to a conference tree. In order for the group to establish a
new group key using the least amount of cost possible, we
simply add the new user to the top of the existing conference
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tree and form a new group key by performing one round of
Diffie–Hellman. That is, the rekeying protocol would have the
perform a single Diffie–Hellman key exchange
new user
with users
. Since each user incurs their cost
for participating in the Diffie–Hellman key establishment, the
. It is easy to see that placing
total cost incurred is
the new user anywhere else on the tree would lead to a larger
member join cost.
Thus, it is a simple task to minimize the cost for adding a
new member to the group. However, by increasing the height of
the tree by one for every user, we have now increased the cost
needed for any future member departure. On the otherhand, if
we had added a member to any terminal node of the tree and
then performed a member departure operation according to [16],
[17], we would have had a higher member join cost, but the
member departure cost would have been less since there would
have been users whose cost to handle a member departure would
have been the same as if no user had joined.
To handle these conflicting issues, it is possible to search for a
position on the existing tree for the new user to join that jointly
considers the cost of joining and the additional leave cost the
new user would impose on existing users. Suppose we label
the terminal nodes of the existing conference tree as , and
that users are equally likely to depart. One possible method for
jointly addressing join and additional user departure costs is to
place the joining user at a position that minimizes the joint cost
, where
function
is the cost incurred for the new user
to join at
node , and
is the average additional leave cost injoining at node . We take
to be
curred by user
a factor that weights the importance of the cost of member join
compared to the cost of potential member leaves. Minimizing
involves searching the terminal nodes of the existing
and
conference tree. Rekeying then involves splitting node
following the member join procedure described in [16], [17].
V. EFFICIENCY AND FEASIBILITY EVALUATION
We compare our tree-based conference key establishment
schemes with other schemes in the literature. We assume that no
broadcast channels are available, and that if one user desires to
communicate amongst many, he must establish many separate
connections. There are two evaluations that we present: first, we
consider the total cost needed to establish a group key when the
users have different costs; second, we examine the feasibility
of establishing a conference key when group members have
different budget constraints.
A. Comparison of Total Cost
We simulated a scenario in which there were three classes of
users: powerful users who have a low user cost, medium-powered users with moderate user costs, and low-powered users
with a high user costs. In order to represent this distinction,
the users were assumed to have weights drawn according to
three different distributions. For every 10 users, 2 users have
weights drawn according to the first distribution, 5 according to
the second distribution, and 3 according to the third distribution.
The first weight distribution was a discrete uniform distribution
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conference keying scheme since one user performs the majority
of the computations for the group. In contrast, the Huffman
scheme and the butterfly scheme are contributory and do not
make any single user responsible for the majority of the computation (although they do allot more load to some users than
others). In scenarios where it is appropriate to have one user or
entity do nearly all of the work for the remaining users the use of
centralized multicast key distribution schemes [2], [3], [6] will
lead to more efficient distribution of keying information than
conference keying schemes.
B. Feasibility Comparison

Fig. 3. Cost comparison of establishing a conference key using the
Huffman-based conference tree, the ING scheme, GDH.1/2, the butterfly
scheme, and the GDH.3 scheme.

with integer values from [1,50], while the second was a discrete
uniform distribution over [501,550], and the third was a discrete
uniform distribution over [951,1000].
We compared the total cost for the Huffman scheme with
the cost of the butterfly scheme, the ING scheme, the GDH.1/2
scheme, and the GDH.3 scheme. We have chosen to focus our
simulations on reducing the usage of computational resources
associated with forming the group key. Similar simulations can
be done to focus on reducing the usage of communication resources by simply considering the amount or size of messages
exchanged in each scheme.
Since there are differences between the communication and
computational procedures of the different schemes, we assume
that the user costs are associated with the cost to perform the
two modular exponentiations needed in a two-party DH scheme.
This means, for example, that if a user has a cost of to perform one round of two-party DH, then he has a cost of
to perform a three-party ING scheme since there are three modular exponentiations involved. We also assume that every user
in a DH scheme performs the two modular exponentiations. For
share a secret and the subexample, if the subgroup
group
share a secret , and use DH to establish a shared
and
calculate
and
key for the 4 members, then both
. Similarly, both and calculate and
. In actuality,
however, only one member from each subgroup must calculate
or . The costs for the Huffman
and transmit the message
and butterfly schemes that we report do not reflect this possible
savings, and are therefore overestimates of the actual costs.
The total cost required to establish the conference key was
calculated for different group sizes and averaged over 500 realizations. The average costs are depicted in Fig. 3. Examining
Fig. 3 we see that the ING and GDH.1/2 schemes have higher
total cost than the Huffman, butterfly, and GDH.3 schemes. In
this example, the Huffman scheme performs better than the butterfly scheme by an average of 6.7%. GDH.3 has the best performance in terms of total cost. However, GDH.3 is a centralized
scheme and cannot be categorized as a completely distributed

When the users have different budgets, it might not be possible for different schemes to establish a conference key. We
shall quantify the likelihood that a conference key can be established in a scenario where the users’ budgets are drawn according to a distribution by introducing the PESKY (Probability
of Establishing the Session KeY) measure.
Suppose that denotes the set of all possible budget vectors for users, and that is a probability distribution over
describing the likelihood of the users having a certain budget
vector. Let a conference key scheme be denoted by , and
the set of all budget vectors which are feasible for . Then
formally, the PESKY measure is defined as:
(2)
For example, if we let refer to a conference tree scheme built
using Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, or Algorithm 3, then a budget
vector is feasible if it satisfies the Kraft Inequality, and therefore
. In general, it is difficult to find
closed form expressions for PESKY, and simulations may be
used to estimate of PESKY.
We used PESKY to study the likelihood that different
schemes could produce a group key when the user’s budgets
were drawn according to different distributions. We assumed
that the budgets correspond to the amount of two-party DH
schemes that a user is willing to participate in, and that the
two modular exponentiations are the most significant expense
for the user. Therefore, each value of the budget allows for 2
modular exponentiations to be performed. We do not assume
broadcasting, and instead assume that every user in a subgroup
performs both of the modular exponentiations in a DH scheme.
We compared the PESKY for Algorithms 1–3, with the PESKY
for both the GDH.1/2 and GDH.3 schemes for several different
budget distributions, and present two representative distributions. Since the PESKY for Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and
Algorithm 3 are identical and are determined by the likelihood
that a budget vector satisfies the Kraft Inequality, we will use
the Kraft Inequality label in our figures to collectively refer to
their PESKY.
The first budget distribution is a discrete uniform distribution with integer values from [5,20]. The distribution is presented in Fig. 4(a), and the corresponding PESKY curves are
presented in Fig. 4(b). Since the GDH schemes require that one
user performs an amount of modular exponentiations equal to
the amount of users , it is impossible for groups of more than
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Fig. 4. (a) Budget distribution discrete uniform with integer values from
[5,20]. (b) Corresponding PESKY.

40 users to be formed via the GDH protocols with this distribution, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b). The PESKY plots for this distribution demonstrate that it is more likely that a budget vector can
satisfy the Kraft Inequality than the requirements of either the
GDH.1/2 or GDH.3 schemes. It is not until the group sizes bethat a significant decrease is observed
come larger than
in the likelihood of forming a group key using a conference tree.
In the second distribution, the budgets were drawn according
, where
is the negative
to
binomial distribution with probability mass function
for
. The addition of 1 was
to ensure that no users had a budget of 0. The negative binomial
distribution was chosen for the budget values since it is integervalued, and its shape is easily tunable by adjusting the and
parameters [30]. The distribution is depicted in Fig. 5(a), and
the corresponding PESKY measures are depicted in Fig. 5(b).
This distribution describes a similar phenomenon to the uniform
distribution above, but includes a heavier tail at higher budget
values that could represent a diminishing class of more powerful users. The fact that roughly 6% of this distribution corresponds to budget values below 5 has a significant effect upon the
users there is only an 80%
PESKY plots. When there are
chance of forming a conference key using one of these schemes
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Fig. 5. (a) Budget distribution, shifted version of a negative binomial
distribution with parameters s = 5, and p = 0:3. (b) Corresponding PESKY.

with this distribution compared to a 100% chance with the distribution of Fig. 4(a). We also see that the GDH.1/2 schemes
are very unlikely to successfully establish a group key, even for
, and that all of the GDH schemes are ungroup sizes of
able to establish a group key for groups of more then 60 users.
Therefore, in resource-limited scenarios, the choice of which
conference keying scheme is very critical. The GDH.3 scheme,
although cost-efficient, obtains this efficiency at the expense
of requiring a single user have significantly more power and
resources than the other users. In applications where the users
have a more balanced distribution of resources, the GDH
schemes have PESKY graphs that rapidly drop off and are
therefore unlikely to successfully establish a group key. In these
cases, the estimates of PESKY for tree-based conference keying
schemes indicate that they are more likely to establish a group
key, and Algorithm 3 is a judicious choice for constructing the
conference tree since it requires little computational effort and
has near-optimal performance.
VI. SYSTEM SENSITIVITY TO FALSE COSTS
In this section, we examine the effect that announcing costs
different from the true user costs has upon the total cost of using
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the Huffman conference tree. First, we consider the issue that
users announce costs that are approximations of the true costs.
Next, we examine the case where some of the users are untrusted, and announce large costs for the purpose of reducing
their individual cost. We present an approach that controls the
detrimental effect that greedy users have upon the total cost.
A. Sensitivity to Approximate Costs
We begin by considering that the true user costs are
, where is a suitable upper bound placed on the exact
costs. We suppose the costs that the users announce are derived
. We define
by applying an operator to , i.e.
, and
. If we build a code using
with lengths , then the average length under is
. We
show that if we design the code to minimize
, then we
can design the operator such that
is small.
Since
, we get
.
We now derive a bound for
:
(3)

(4)

(5)

In this derivation, we have made use of the fact that
. We consider two cases for the
operator . The first case we consider is when is a clipping
operator, namely

It is clear that as
, we have more
,
and thus the bound (5) tends to 0 as we increase . We shall
examine the clipping operator later in this section. The second
operation we consider is quantization. Here we consider the individed into equally sized quantization bins. The
terval
operator then maps to the nearest quantization value, and
. In this case, we get
which tends to 0 as the number of quantization
bins
increases. Therefore, in both the case of clipping and
quantization, the parameters can be adjusted to bring the probability distribution close to , and thus the designed average
codelength
close to the average codelength of using
under .
B. Sensitivity to Costs From Untrustworthy Users
In many scenarios, there may be a user that hurts other users
by either selfishly making his cost small, or maliciously trying to
make the total cost of the remaining users large. Recall that if the
weights are ordered as
then the lengths
of the Huffman code can be ordered as
[22]. Therefore, if a user would like to keep his cost as small
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as possible, he should announce as large of a weight as possible. Additionally, announcing a large weight causes the of
the other users to decrease, thereby increasing their codelengths
(see [31] for the relationship between a symbol’s codelength
and its self-information). Thus, if a malicious user wishes to adversely affect the lengths of the other users, he should announce
as large of a weight as possible.
We first derive the worst-case effect that one user can have
upon the costs of the other group members when Huffman
coding is used to construct the conference tree. We suppose
that the untrustworthy user is , and that he publishes a large
. To determine how much extra cost a large
weight
imposes upon the other
users, we define
and define the probability
for
,
and
. Then
represents the probabilities that would
were not
be used in constructing a conference tree if user
participating. Let denote the optimal codelengths constructed
using , and be the optimal codelengths constructed using
. Since
is not involved in the construction of , we have
.
We define the following quantities:
,
, and
. We are interested in comparing
, which is the total cost of the remaining
users
given the probabilities which incorporate ’s cost, with ,
which is the total cost of the
users
without
considering ’s announced cost.
arises as the optimal code for the
users
Since
with costs
, we know
minimizes costs
of the form
. In particular,
must satisfy:
. We may derive an upper bound for
by observing that the code
given by
can be used to construct a code for
by
taking
and
. The optimal code for the
weights
must be better than this code, and
hence
. Since
, we have
.
Gathering the results together, we get the overall bound
. The upper bound is achieved when
, and hence, in the worst case,
forces the other
users to spend an extra
of resources.
Next, we consider the more general case where a fraction of
the users are untrustworthy and announce large costs. Suppose
that the true costs are , and that the announced costs are . If
the underlying statistics governing
are known, it is possible
to determine which
are outliers and remove those users from
the group key formation procedure. However, in many cases, the
value of the conference exists regardless of whether a few users
were untrustworthy, and it is desirable to have those users in the
conference. In this case, an approach must be used to reduce the
detrimental effect of these bad users upon the cost of forming
the entire group key.
We suppose that the CKA applies a clipping operator to the
announced user costs
to produce costs
that
are used by the CKA in determining the conference tree. Ideally,
we would like to build the conference tree using the exact costs
, but these are not available. Instead, if the conference tree
is built using
or , the corresponding lengths and are
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Fig. 6.
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used with the exact costs , which can lead to an increase in
the total cost.
To study the amount of additional cost incurred by using a
code designed for
when the true costs are , we shall examine the average codelength. Hence we design codes for
and
, where
. We are interested
and
. The Kullback–Leibler diverin studying
gence
describes the additional average codelength that
different coding schemes incur when designed for the wrong
distribution when the correct distribution is [22], [31]–[33].
Given a model distribution for the true user costs, the CKA can
use
to determine the value of the clipping parameter
that minimizes the miscoding penalty.
We calculated the divergence for
users when the
original costs
were drawn according to
,
where
is the lognormal distribution arising from a
normal distribution with mean and variance . The lognormal
distribution was chosen because it has a long tail. The probability that a user is untrustworthy was 0.05, and untrustworthy
users were assumed to announce a cost
, where
and
. The choice of
was
arbitrary and chosen to represent a large bias that an untrustworthy user might place on his announced costs. An example
divergence
for costs
drawn according to this distribution is presented in Fig. 6. There is a minimum that appears at
approximately
. A system should be designed for the
average case. For costs drawn according to
,
we averaged the optimal clipping value over 10 000 realizations
and found the mean optimal clipping value to be
and the variance of the optimal clipping value as
.
The relative difference between the cost of using the
Huffman-based conference tree using
and
are now
compared. If are the optimal codelengths using
, are
the optimal codelengths constructed using
, and are the
optimal codelengths constructed using
, then we are interand
ested in comparing
. We calculated these values
for the case when the exact costs were drawn according to

Fig. 7. The relative costs are presented for when the exact user costs are
10LN (0; 1) + 100. There is a 0.05 likelihood that a user is
drawn as w
^
untrustworthy, and Y = 1000.



with
, while the probability of a
user being untrustworthy was 0.05. The results were averaged
over 100 realizations and are presented in Fig. 7. The quantity
is presented for different clipping parameter values, and we
observe that there is a range of minimal values from
to
, which is roughly the region that the divergence
curves predict. The clipped relative costs show a significant
improvement over the unclipped relative costs. Without clipping, the untrustworthy users force the entire group to spend an
average of over 5% more than if the exact user costs were used.
By performing the clipping operation, however, this detrimental
effect can be significantly lessened to less than 0.5%.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented methods for establishing a conference key that are based upon the design of an underlying
tree called the conference tree. In heterogeneous environments,
where users have varying costs and budgets, the conference tree
can be designed to address the user differences. We studied the
problem of minimizing the total cost of establishing the group
key when the users had different costs. The problem of designing the conference tree was related to source coding, and
techniques for designing source codes, such as Huffman coding,
were employed to design the conference tree. The second case
we investigated was when the users had the same cost, but different budget requirements. A necessary condition for a conference tree to exist for a given vector of budget requirements is that
the budget vector satisfies the Kraft Inequality. Finally, the third
case we examined is when the users have both varying costs and
budget requirements. We presented a computationally efficient
near-optimal algorithm using a greedy incremental resource assignment strategy that achieves a total cost within 0.5% of the
optimal solution for small group sizes.
In situations where no single user has an extremely large
budget, centralized conference keying schemes are unlikely to
successfully establish a conference key. To investigate this phenomenon, we introduced the PESKY measure, which describes
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the probability that a conference keying scheme can establish a
session key in the presence of budget constraints. We provided
simulations where the user budgets were drawn according to different distributions, and in all cases the PESKY values for different group sizes were higher for our tree-based schemes than
for either the GDH.1/2 or the GDH.3 schemes.
Next, we examined the effect that using false user costs would
have on the total cost. It was shown that by increasing the quantization resolution, or by increasing the threshold level, that the
difference between the total cost of using the exact and approximate costs for a given length assignment tends to 0. We then examined the effect a subset of users who falsely announce large
costs has upon the total cost. In order to reduce the detrimental
effect of designing a conference tree for falsely announced user
costs, we proposed the use of a clipping operator to prevent untrustworthy users from being too greedy and minimize the divergence to determine the optimal threshold value.
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. If we use the above techlevels of three-party ING is
, and get a conference tree with
nique, we replace each 3 by
terminal nodes and total cost of 6. However, the optimal tree
, with total rounds
in this case is the binary tree of depth
.
APPENDIX II
with
for
Lemma 3: Suppose
satisfies the strict Kraft Inequality,
, then the
modified budget vector defined by
satisfies the Kraft Inequality
.
Proof: Observe that
is the common denominator of
. Thus
can be expressed as
the set
where
. In particular,
, and as a consequence
. However,
, and so
the sequence
satisfies the Kraft Inequality.
Lemma 4: Algorithm 1 produces an optimal length assignment vector to the problem

APPENDIX I
The total number of rounds needed in the ING butterfly
scheme for
users is
. When choosing a factorization for , more
factored representation lead to fewer rounds. We now show that
using a binary conference tree produces the group key in the
fewest amount of rounds. To do this, we show that if one uses
ING scheme for round of the group key establishment,
a
then the use of several two-party DH schemes in place of the
ING scheme either produces the same amount of rounds or
fewer in establishing the group key.
Lemma 4: Let be the amount of users, and suppose that we
wish to establish a conference tree where level uses a ING
) produces
scheme as the basis, then a binary tree (where
an optimal conference tree.
Proof: Suppose that you have an optimal set of numbers
that are used to construct the conference tree for
users. Then the number
, and the total rounds
is minimal.
then we may replace
We will show that if there is a
by a sequence of numbers all of which have value 2. Suppose
, then the contributes
there is a such that
to the total amount of rounds
. Define
which is a sequence of length
. If we use this set of
numbers in place of , we instead contribute
to the total cost. It is clear that using in place of produces
. However, the incremental cost
is
an
less than or equal to
(in fact, if
then equality holds,
then replacing
by
else it is strictly less). Thus, if
produces a set of numbers with lesser amount of total rounds
, which contradicts optimality. On the otherhand, if
then replacing
by
will produce a set of numbers with an
equal amount of total rounds
, and hence we may choose to
use instead of in the construction of the optimal tree. By
applying this argument to all
we conclude that a binary
tree must produce an optimal tree.
The argument used above does not produce the optimal tree,
but rather only implies that the optimal tree is binary. For ex. The total amount of rounds using three
ample, consider

(6)
Proof: We will show that there is an optimal solution in
which one decreases the largest value of the budget vector by
one. Let be an optimal solution to the problem. Then by the
. Consider a sequence of steps that
previous lemma
take the budget vector to the optimal length vector by decreasing one element by 1 during each step. We denote by the
sequence of indices involved in going from to , where
refers to the index of the budget vector that is decreased during
th step. Let be the index of the largest element of , we claim
there is an optimal solution with a corresponding
.
then we are done. However, if
then
If
there are two cases. The first case is that there is another element
of
that has value , in which case we may switch that element with
to produce a new sequence of steps that does
and maintains the optimality of
not alter the value of
. The second case is that
. If there are any other
elements of with the same value as , then indices of these
may be used in place of , and considered in the preceding argument. However, if there are no ’s with the same value as
then we seek a contradiction as to the optimality of . Choose
an arbitrary element of . This element, which we denote by
, by assumption has the property that it
. Define
, which corexcluding the
responds to the sequence of steps involved in
th step. Define
, which describes a new sequence
of steps that starts with and then the steps of
. Then
leads to a length vector
, where
is
the vector of all zeros except in the th index which has value
1. This length vector has the property that
since
. Hence
. However, by the
preceding lemma, this means that can be used to produce a
better length vector, which contradicts the optimality of .
Hence, the optimal solution may as well have the first step reduce the largest element of the budget vector. Now the problem
reduces to finding an optimal solution to the new budget
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. By induction on the number of steps, we therefore conclude that choosing the largest element during each step yields
an optimal solution, and hence the greediness of Algorithm 1 is
optimal.
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